DIAMONDBACK TERRAPINS RESEARCH
Diamondback Terrapins
•
•
•
•
•

the only salt water turtle which is indigenous to our saltmarsh habitats
spends its entire lifecycle laying, hatching and hibernating in the same saltmarsh, unlike
larger sea turtles
considered to be a threatened species. We study these turtles in
study turtles at Flax Pond and at West Meadow Beach to assess the health of local
terrapin populations
community members are involved as volunteer citizen scientists who collect the data to
help protect our natural world.

JOIN The Diamondback Terrapin Nesting Survey: email: info@flaxpondfriends.org (or could
we put a link to fill on their info – Name, e-mail, phone if they can be on call for peak days)
WHEN? The middle of June through the end of July, during the day around high tides and on
Sunday Mornings
WHAT? TURTLE TRACKERS patrol the beaches during this time to make counts and collect
data on the turtles and their nests.
How to Become a TURTLE TRACKER?
Sign up by clicking HERE:
Join the hunt on Sunday mornings starting in June. Register to be notified of start date and
cancellations due to weather.
Join the daytime Trackers either as scheduled or on-call for times of peak activity.

WHAT DO TURTLE TRACKERS DO?
1. This first step is perhaps the most important because it involves observing the turtle
without the turtle's awareness of being observed. Diamondbacks have been known to
continue their nesting activity if unnoticed or ignored by passersby. However, the
terrapins are hyperaware of the potential presence of predators and have a keen sense of
being watched. Often she will stop in the middle of digging a nest and move to another
location. As a result, "test nests holes", disturbances in the sediments, can be identified at
nesting sites. Once the eggs are laid, the terrapin covers the nest so carefully it can be
impossible to identify. Thus the scientist observing a nesting turtle must remain hidden
from the turtle's awareness but also be alert to the moment she has finished covering her
nest.

A Turtle Hides From Volunteers
Click for a larger version
Female turtles swim ashore on the high tide and then nest in the High Marsh. Their eggs have
been fertilized by encounter with the smaller males in the water prior to laying. Females
Diamondbacks, like other sea turtles, tend to return year after year to the same beach for nesting.

A Turtle Covers A New Nest
Click for a larger version

2. The next step is to very quickly approach the nest before the turtle has left it (or it may be
otherwise difficult to impossible to find), and mark it with a flag.

A Turtle By A Flagged Nest
Click for a larger version

3. Then catch the terrapin who is now setting off back to the water she came from, weigh,
measure, and record her data on a sheet numbered to correspond with the number assigned
the nest flag.

Volunteers Receive Instructions On Recording Turtle’s data
Click for a larger version

4. After releasing the turtle, some nests are protected by a wire cage to try to prevent
predation, most likely by raccoon.
When nests are predated, it is possible afterwards to find turtle eggshells scattered about the
excavated nest. In this fashion, new nesting sites in can be identified.

Newly Laid Eggs That Will Be Protected From Predation
Click for a larger version

